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Abstract  The study presents the evolution of the society's solutions for its malfunctions, starting from the assumption that any human group is faced with various forms of crisis. Some of the resolutions are considered to be utopias, others are considered derivations from matters related to social ideals, and most of them are defined as being assistential measures that react to the concrete social shortcomings. When the social assistance system has little efficiency and society is threatened to dissolute, the crisis is ameliorated by the compensatory intervention of social economy. The conclusion of the entire undertaking is that there is a complementary relationship between social assistance system and social economy that has modified the level of shocks triggered by crisis, making them bearable. 
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1. Conceptual boundaries: utopia, social ideal, normality, abnor-

mality. A simple conclusion drawn by social thinking is that, in reality, there never was a perfect society. The socio-human environment, from the primitive one to the postmodern civilized ones, have always faced critical or pathological experiences such as poverty, violence, discri-mination, neglect, suicide, incest, inequity, estrangement, etc. For this whole time, individuals and groups have felt the pressure to identify counterattack solutions for these traumas as quickly as possible. The 
greater the shock caused by such experiences was, the easier for people to 
formulate controversial and scenic solutions for recovery. The intellectual projects for compensating the failures and crisis of reality made room for lame, fantasy scenarios, where many of the current malfunctions 
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from the residential areas are eluded or even not recognized as having any role what so ever. Some of these imaginary constructions have gained radical tones, going to such extent that they deny proof and completely exclude the possibility that disruptive social phenomenon emerge; others recommend to treat with indifference all types of shortcomings that are frequently present in social spaces, claiming that they can be overcome spontaneously by people; also, in the same exalted line we find the theories that consider that human environment is capable at any time to eliminate the dysfunctional phenomenon since the inception phase, provided that some perfect organization solutions are discovered and adopted. In such contexts of understanding the alternatives of positioning social life participants up against the various faces of crisis, we can state that, within societies that are imperfect by their nature, many ideal society models have emerged. When they have emerged, each of them has meant nothing more than a projection on a perfect social system or a fantasy, more or less detailed, about a social beatitude oasis. The resolution models having this semantic shade were, very often, merely suggested or roughly sketched by ordinary human actors; being residents in social environments that are not just imperfect, but straightforward dysfunctional or threatened to dissolute, they have suggested urgent solutions, substantiated on empirical data, intuition, and at best, on an ostensive thinking. In contrast, the main rational human actors, certified as thinkers of great wisdom and prestige – such as Platon, To. Campanella, Th. Morus, R. Owen, Ch. Fourier, K. Marx, H. Spencer, J. Fourastie etc. - have exceeded the empirical solutions level that is valid only for the immediate period of time. Therefore, they have elaborated impeccable models or society ideals, recommending them as saviors of humanity and applicable in all times and in all places. Appealing to social philosophy or sociology conceptualizations, the names of these society and human community analysts have remained in the history of social thinking, especially for the ingenuity of their imagination and for the way in which they have sketched social perfection. Basically, the residential environments described in their theories are considered to be (self) generators of comfort and existen-tial harmony, without knowing pathological conditions, organized as a 
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system of systems and producing great stability due to the fact they are capable of promptly resolving any sign of internal crisis. Every intellectual achievement of the genre suggested by such theoreticians has received the generic name – utopia. From the view point of its meanings, this word of Greek origin points to a community place that cannot be found anywhere, and also to a series of facts that cannot exist in the immediate reality. The utopist societies recommend-ed by the above mentioned authors are, in fact, products of thinking and dreaming and an expression of their desires, representations of some parallel worlds as standards or guides concerning what should our concrete society be. This remains though, the core theme, being both the cause and also the purpose of the utopist descriptions and explana-tions. As surprising and daring the utopias are, they represent stocks of analogical signals and teleological creations that can be connected to society. The arguments that support this idea are, for example, most of the concrete elements mentioned by Platon on ”the ideal city”, the much detailed descriptions made by To. Campanella regarding the ”city of the sun” or by Th. Morus with regards to the island of utopians or the ones specified by Ch. Fouries in relation to the operation of the ”falanster” type community, etc. We can observe about all these that they were not total inventions, but they were, in significant quantities, taking-ups from the proximity social environment. In other words, they have selected, in order to be as convincing as possible, those structures and functions from the immediate social reality, known for their short-comings and in need to be transformed in such way to respond to some 
old expectations or imperatives of the entire humanity: financial welfare, the collective well being, harmonious relationships, basic and differen-tiated education, certified social marital selection, social health, inter-generational balance, social integration, social order, solidarity, social justice, complementarity, social care, social contract etc. Obsessed by these value milestones, the utopia thinkers have created rational constructions about the way in which society should be like, but omitting to actually relate these to the problems of real society. If the theories would have connected to rigor than they would have stopped being intrinsic constructions, but in return they would have 
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gained the aura of sublime social values of collective orientation, which means they would have become expressions of social ideals (Stan, p.925). All societies, including the one where the thinkers certified as utopists lived, had their own social ideals that were not purely utopist formulas and, therefore, they must not be assimilated to utopias. According to the view of a reputed ethician, George Moore, a social ideal is a desirable superlative, ”the greatest possible good” for a given society and a measure for the absolute performance to which man can aspire to (Moore, 1997). Being a maximum potential, the social ideal will never be reached in total, but it massively influences and guides the interests, expressions, opinions and wills of people through various resorts of formation, certification and social coercion. Therefore, in 
relation with the peak performance, set up by the ideal, individuals 
always are placed lower, but not all of them at the same level. Taking the place on a certain level depends on many factors, the most important being dependent on the bio-psycho-socio-cultural qualities of the person, on his particular abilities to pragmatically speculate these qualities and the involvement of social institutions to stimulate individuals to get as closer to the ideal as possible. Being receptive to what social ideal recommends and following the fructification of the contextual factors that are either personal, social, objective, subjective, economical, cultural, etc., the individuals tend to group in several categories or social classification intervals. The perfor-mances of their actions and the nature of the effects caused by them to the social environment recommends and includes them in human typologies that are more or less extended: by looking at them from the perspective of the educational phases they went through we shall have a certain classification, by starting from the size of their incomes we shall identify other grouping intervals, we shall bound other types of people depending on the creativity level, marital status, residential belonging, etc. Strictly discussing the socio-assistential criteria that regards the 
contribution of individuals to the stability and continuity of society and to 
the dependence level of individuals in relation with the social environ-
ment we shall bound two large human categories (Neamţu, Stan, 2005, p. 67 and the following): first of them defines social normality, because 
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it includes most people that have sufficient existential resources, are getting acceptably close to the exigencies of social ideals and are guaranteeing, through their assistential actions, the reproduction of the socio-culture they live in; the second category is social abnormality, because it includes only the people who are not conforming with the ”tyrannical” patters of the majority (Bryce, 1995). In this category class are also included the individuals owning better qualities than the social average (heroes, geniuses, talented people, etc.), but also those who are under this average (illiterate, unemployed people, heretics, alcoholics, incurable patients, etc.). We say about the former that they represent the category of the desirable abnormality or the supra-normality, be-cause they have exceptional success indicators, they cause the develop-ment of society and they come closest to the content of their social ideals. We can easily say about the latter that they form the undesirable 
abnormality category or the sub-normality. The utopist scenarios and the improvisations, such as the objective contained in social ideals, should be orientated not so much to gain benefits for the ones within the desirable abnormality or in the normality category, but for the individuals who are not able to overcome, through their own forces, the condition of sub-normality. In other words, both utopias and also social ideals are projections that have emerged especially in critical social circumstances, reflect the functional shortcomings level of society and require both to initiate and also to apply some assistential measure for compensating social abnormality. The concept of abnormality has, usually, a negative connotation, indicating all those persons, actions, interests, situations, conditions that do not reach the performance standards of social normality or of current, ordinary, basic, dominant comfort. By relating to the two form of abnormality, we can conclude that society becomes really worried only with regards to the sub-normal people and not at all with regards to what happens to the desirable abnormal people. The social roles of the latter have benefits for the social system, on one hand helping the social normal individuals to optimize the content of their values, and on the other hand contributing to the positive molding of the sub-normal persons and groups. In fact, desirable social abnormality rarely be-
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comes a social pathology subject and only in totally isolated circumstan-ces becomes a case of corrective social intervention. Placing themselves lower and lower in the social space hierarchies, the undesirable abnormal or sub-normal people must be assisted, reha-bilitated and (re) integrated into the operational circuit of normality. This is the reason why society is constrained to know at any time which are the sub-normal categories of people that it must assist, which are the assistential resources it can rally, how long does it take to apply the assistential efforts, which assisting situations represent priorities, to what extent are the assistential practices compatible with the individual and social ideals, why are the assistential gestures and strategies considered sometimes as being utopist undertakings and not social solidarity actions, what kind of social services and performances is able to provide, etc. If the society is aware of these matters and it makes an inventory of them and investigates them against individual and group dissatisfaction, then discovering and improving counterattack social answers appear as a normal consequence. 
 
2. Essential characteristics of the optimal assistential system. Within a healthy social environment, the persons who form the nor-mality area, and also those who form the social supra-normality area, rally, formally and informally, to assist the individuals belonging to the sub-normal category. With regards to the informal type expression, they naturally practice bio-altruism and occasional altruism by acts of mercy, donation, and philanthropy. Formally, they organize institutions focused only on social assistance activities, they train specialized personnel in the social assistance field, they build assistance strategies, identify the individuals who need urgent community interventions, ma-nage the resources to be used in the assistential undertakings, contri-bute with funds and goods to the social protection capitals, become part of voluntary structures to act against the social sub-normality pheno-menon, etc. As long as they are officially recognized and socially recom-mended, all these individual and group involvement positions, either formal or informal, represent the field of social protection and become part of the forces that form an assistential system. 
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The assistential capacity of a society is defined, before everything else, by what the professional social assistants can do for its citizens. The social assistance service supply and, especially, the extent in which the deviated persons are recovered and restituted to the social normality area, represent the most important criteria in the shaping up of this capacity dimensions. Plus, the same criteria reflect the differences of 
assistential potential that exist between societies and they become incontestable indicators in the classification and the hierarchy of social environments. Therefore, when we certify the level of a given society's evolution, we should take into consideration not only its economical, scientific, educational, legal, medical, etc. performances, but also the ones from the social assistance field. In the same time, we must not neglect the complementary roles played by the social assistance non-
specialists: co-workers, neighbors, members of the same religion, co-ethnics, charitable practitioners, friends, union organization, etc. In many cases, the involvement of the ones mentioned in this list is preferred by the social assistance beneficiaries because they perceive the official social interventions as bureaucratic gestures or displays of practical reasons that the social body uses to protect itself and not at all as an expression of the socio-affective attachment or as an immediate reaction of society to their needs. The reactive expression, urged by the moral responsibility of the ordinary citizen becomes, especially in crisis situations, a source that increases the assistential capacity both through the socio-affective particularities expressed in moments of solidarity emulation and also through composing, promoting and briefly applying an anti-crisis plan that is parallel with the formal one. Both situations lead to a state of 
systematic coherence (Schnapper, 2004, p. 25), and to the set up of an internal action logics of the social body, by relating the assistential capacities (formal and informal), on one hand, and the exigencies of the social ideals, on the other hand. Even when society functions at damage level and is capable of ensuring its existence only for survival, the comparisons to the ideal or to the social perfection are not entirely missing. This time though, the contents of their ideals seem to be lacking any fundament and are getting closer to the features that rater belong to social utopias; the theoretical constructions risk to become” 
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new-words” or ”acts of criminal thinking” (Orwell, 1991, pp. 263-275), completed in the image of a total unspecific society, composed of people who seem to have a completely different nature and can almost no longer be compared with the real world. The amplitude and the variety of crisis transform societies, both in a negative and also in a positive sense, and the changes occurred in the reality plan are followed by conceptual slips and relocations: social 
utopias are rather accepted as being mere aberrations, freakish state-
ments or guiding dreams for the far away future of human kind, social 
ideals that are quite easily confused with the perfectionist ideas emerged 
before entering post-modernity, and social normality was undertaken as 
an ideal standard of community activity (Godin, 2005). Therefore, the projected and socially justified height of social perfection is very much corrected and lowered. Paradoxically, it ends up being equated with the optimal work of the social system and, implicitly, with the drastic censorship of these individual and group aspirations that cannot be easily fulfilled or that require the auxiliary intervention of the assis-tential system. ”If the world would be a perfect place then it would provide everyone a safe and warm home, an adequate source of food, good jobs, medical insurances, love and care for friends and family. It would be a place with minimum levels of stress, criminality and suffering. All people would have a satisfying and joyful life. The social assistance activity exists because the world is not perfect. Social assistants come aim to provide support to the people and to society's institutions, as they face all kinds of imperfections” (Morales, Sheafor, 1989, p. 3). Surprisingly, most of the elements belonging to such a ”perfect place” (house, food, job, physical health, etc.) are defining existential norma-lity. The fact that they were, still, nominated to indicate social perfec-tions suggest the absolute change of the current philosophy on utopia, ideal, social average or social normality: 

a. postmodern society rejects utopia and associated perfection with a performance not yet achieved, but achievable (Galbraith, 1997, p. 13); 
b. contemporary ideals have very high and diversified cultural contents, connected to experiencing, astronautics, genetics engineering, 
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automatics, informatics, etc., but also have performances that are insufficiently linked to social objectives; 
c. crisis, of any kind (financial, moral, ecological, political, demo-graphic, etc.), are either also social crisis from the beginning of their manifestation, either they gradually acquire a deep social feature, through the multitude of disturbances caused to the social system; 
d. the critical or non-critical condition of society is defined, not necessarily by the types of crisis it is affected of, but especially by the imperfections that the social middle class or the majority of the population are dealing with and by the period of time this imperfections persist;  
e. the wider social convulsions and dysfunctional shocks within society, the more numerous social protection expectations and the requests regarding the set up of an assistential system or the improve-ment of the existent one are felt as imperative; 
f. the inefficient activity of the social assistance system determines its internal, permanent transformation and also the review of the position occupied by it within the social system. Organizational restruc-turings, adjustments in the staff certification procedures, renegotiation of funds 'quantities intended for social assistance, redefinition of the content values associated with the population enrolled in the social normality interval, etc. are necessary changes that respond to a coercive complex requested by family, school, religion, police, justice, etc. The same complex that has the mission to ”streamline social order by sanctioning deviant behaviors” has to accept the fact that adequate changes are those ”territorialized”, orientated towards maintaining the specific of the community, because ”we cannot escape an order that transmits, from generation to generation, a particular system of values” (Ogien, 2002, p. 53).  The social assistance system, according to these explanatory points of view, owns a series of particularities that are relevant especially for the dynamics and the complexity of its activity: it drags along the novelty or adaptation elements, but also the conservation elements of com-munity values; it rallies capacities that depend on the involvement of social assistance specialists, but also capacities that are reactively expressed by individuals without any education in this field of activity; 
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it employs formal means available to some organizations and groups, and also informal means used only by the reactive person in relation with the problems that needs to be resolved; it admits manifestations justified by moral constrains, but also manifestations generated by the fulfillment of some legal obligations; it cares for the sources that generate balance and normality at individual or group level both depending on inputs and also based on outputs, etc. By understanding social assistance system as an emergence of society's crisis, we conclude not only that it is difficult to make the system work, but also that its structure is very diverse. We consider that any public social assistance system has as structural elements the ”institutions, services and performances…specialized legislations, spe-cialists and…its beneficiaries”.(Buzducea, 2005, p. 19). Without taking into consideration the factors that determine the assistential system (needs, necessities, conflicts, social policies, the nature of the beneficia-ries' reactions to the intervention actions, etc.), two components must be added and clearly shaped up in its structure: strategies for solving social problems and the categories of usable resources. At least the former of the two components mentioned above charac-terizes, without any doubt, the high level or current social assistance systems, where society proves that it has learned from the mistakes made in the past experiences and has prepared, at any time, anti-crisis action solutions: it contextually chooses assistential strategies focused on individual beneficiaries or strategies centered on the group's pro-blems; it tolerates, within some limits, underground economy (finan-cially and commercially unregulated) as an environment that capi-talizes clandestine survival work; it stimulates the organization of social economy under the form of cooperatives, associations, foundations, etc. in order to reduce the impact of certain realities such as poverty, unemployment, social exclusion, school dropout phenomenon, etc.; it achieves social assistance by mainly using the interventionist capacities of the state, by rallying the potential of the proximity environment where the assisted individuals and groups are living, by attracting any persons, associations, organizations, institutions willing to provide support to those who cannot manage on their own; it circumstantially guides national economy not just towards social economy, but also 
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towards solidarity economy (Cace, 2006, p. 27), as long as the demands of certain sub-normal categories (disabled persons, chronically ill persons, abused women, ethnic minorities that are permanently discriminated, immigrants that are unable to integrate, etc.) are not solved and are disturbing the stability of the entire social system. Owning strategies to approach social problems and, implicitly, having the theoretical solutions for these, before they are actually encountered within society, represents the proof that there is a significant control capacity over social crisis. Strategic orientations, preset in the relation with the malfunctions that need to be solved, represent a consistent structure of the social assistance system, if only for the fact that they provide the elements of an advised and prompt reaction. Most of these elements are concluded from similar or alike experiences that have affected the social system not so long ago, and also from the views of the majority population on social normality. In this way, the people who belong to a socio-cultural space stop making the error of considering social perfection as being identical with social normality from the content point of view. Practically speaking, they draw the conclusion that it is not fair to overrate the qualities normality should have, because this fact would change too much the amplitude of their assistential obligations. In other words, the structural presence of some assistential strategies consolidate the authority of the social assistance system and forces it to be more engaged in reality. By doing so, the systems ends up defining social normality not as a human envi-ronment that has no pathologic matters, but as a socio-demographic space that is more or less affected by exactly these matters, but is capable of dimming or eliminating the undesirable effects. The second component that must be, by all means, included in the series of the assistential system structural elements is indicated by the variety and the quantity of available resources. As in any system, the parts relate with each other, and its survival depends on the level of satisfaction within the relationship; in the same way, within the assistential system there are arrangements or stable functional inter-
conditionings: the social players needs claim the emergence of social 
services and performances; carrying out these services and perfor-mances in a controlled and predictable manner has materialized in the 
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organizing of a wide network of assistential institutions; the constancy of the institutional registry within a society depends on the budgetary 
allocations it receives and, in general, on the expendable resources; the size of the allocation is long-term conditioned by the contents of social ideals, and currently by the social assistance legislation; the legislative provisions are associated with the categories of beneficiaries; the long-lasting stability of the types of beneficiaries bounds ante factum one or more assistential strategies, etc. The disorder or the absence of parts within this inter-conditionings chain either draw the alarm about the difficult activity of the social ensemble, either separate its parts, preserving each of them at mini-mum level, either totally blocks the intra-system fluency. The dead end faced by the social assistance system in this kind of circumstances can be dimmed if it has sufficient available resources. This structure ma-nages to diminish, in great extent, the scarce expression of the other structures, including when the beneficiaries commit errors in the distribution process. By assistential resource we understand any element that can be 
rallied to avoid the situation where individuals and groups lose their 
social normality features and also to achieve social restitution of the ones 
who have degraded to the undesirable abnormality category. According to this definition, the resources categories included both food, clothes, financial aid, free public transportation, social shelters, free medicines, etc. and also emotional attachment reactions, counseling activities, moral attitudes, humanist principles, assistential will, public policies, emphatic capacity, sacrificial spirit, etc. Even abilities, responsibilities, competencies, organizational capacities, the instincts of the people involved in assistential activities are included in the social assistance 
resources category. The abundance of resources represents the assumption to capitalize the advantages of all other assistential system components, but only if the conditions implied by social justice are respected. If not, spreading many assistential resources can become reason of discord within the group and of labeling the social system as unjust. If social justice means the situations where ”all the members of a society benefit of the same protection, same right, opportunities, obligations and social benefits” 
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(Krogsrud Miley, O’Melia, DuBois, 2006, p. 28), then it is a matter of course that it would be an unjust act not to assign the resources to those who need social assistance and also not use the resources for the people who are not included in the category that should be assisted. The resources stock become referentially credible as long as the assis-tential system projects its activity by not relating to social utopias or ideals that are not adapted to social crisis conditions, but by pursuing some precise objectives, assumed by social normality. At the same time, social justice seems to obtain naturally, if there are sufficient milestones to guide the distribution of resources and, especially, if they comply, from the quantity view point, with the system's purpose and bene-ficiaries. The distance that separates those who are part of the undesirable abnormality from those who form social normality is much easier to surpass than the distance created between the contents of social ideals and the concrete socio-cultural possibilities of the sub-normal persons within social system. This kind of distance is expressed in direct ratio with reference to the size of the resources quantity engaged in the assistential act and in inverse proportion with regards to the proba-bility to practice social justice: the greater the social distance to catch up, 
the greater the necessary assistential resources and the lower the 
probability to respect social justice in all cases; the smaller social distance 
to catch up, the fewer the resources claimed by the production of the 
assistential act and the greater the probability to respect the exigencies of 
social justice. Such trends that correlate between social distance, assistential re-sources and social justice are not confirmed at all times: great social distance is overcome, sometimes, with small amounts of assistential resources, but also with the massive involvement of social economy and of solidarity economy (Netedu, 2013, pp. 3-11); small social distance remains or even deepens sometimes, because the distribution of re-sources is done based on the principle of solidarity, and also by neglecting the principles of social justice; the resources (individual and collective, private and of community origin, material and spiritual, etc.) receive different certifications and recognitions depending on their beneficiaries, on the objectives they pursue, on the contextual impor-
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tance given to them, on the course by which they reach the assisted persons, etc. In general, when a society has a considerable amount of resources that can be distributed to the population, the assistential sys-tem managing them, leaves the impression that it is also of high performance. In reality, all national social assistance systems have less resources than the necessary for eliminating the crisis affecting them, but this matter does not automatically classifies them as being of low performance; those that succeed to adapt rapidly, to complete ”on the way” the resources allocated by the budget law and, especially, to reach the performance of defusing social tensions by efficiently engaging social economy, can be considered as being, without any doubt, of high performance or successful. Of the multitude of assistential features mentioned so far, it appears that the social assistance field must not remain a construction of principle, purely theoretical or an ”on paper” alternative to the critical reality; on contrary, its credibility is greater if the anti-crisis effects that it produces are stronger, despite the theoretical deficiencies or the en-dured organizational clumsiness. The reactions toward social sub-nor-mality and the narrowing of its action area, provides social assistance with the status of a vital field for any society. Because of its importance and, especially due to the structural-functional specificity that distin-guishes it, we can credit it with the status of a system (assistential). Also, the systemic perspective to analyze and interpret social assistance allows us to, simultaneously with marking the features that are valid for all systems, regardless of their nature, identify several positions within the assistential system that single it out and make it definable in several ways: 
a. Closed system: the functional necessary is ensured by internal resources, and the balance condition is compromised as the level of resources consumption reaches a level that is inferior to their production. The diminish and the exhaustion of resources shall be found in various crisis forms of social assistance. 
b. Open system: the inputs from the external environment are admitted to the level where internal balance is ensured, the emergence of the own elements and of the specific functional 
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identity is preserved; the continuity issues remain more numerous and essential in comparison with the novelty ones. Elements such as tradition, politics, social need, prejudice, lack of trust, etc. can speed up or slow down the pace and the amplitude of the openings, as they also can force to preserve the openness for very long period of times, or on contrary, the closing of the system as soon as the malfunctions are solved. 
c. Focal system (Krogsrud Miley, O’Melia, DuBois, 2006, pp. 70-71): to focus or exact center the assistential undertakings by the nominal marking of beneficiaries (individuals, families, ethnic groups, residential communities, etc.) and to deal with them starting from a referential evidence (resources, client, social assistant, etc), through successive references to the entire involved structure, in order to discover inter-in-fluences, immediate and perspective solutions, the necessary of resources, etc. 
d. Community system: the real or immediate dangers are the concern of a large number of individuals, brought together by many common matters (resources, moral roles, legal norms, life style, interests, etc.). The beneficiaries of the assistance activities, beyond the fact that they receive a part of the community resources, gain the mental comfort of not being rejected or ignored by their surrounding fellowmen, and also the guarantee that they still have chances to be reintegrated in the socio-cultural normality. Plus, the doers of the assis-tance activities are protecting the community by thinking not only of the persons that receive assisted measures, but also of the (undesirable) possibility that they might become the subjects of this kind of measures,  
e. Organic system (Geraud, Leservoisier, Pottier, 2001, p. 135): society is equated with a totality of interdependent parts („or-gans”) which mean much more than the sum of part, and which obtains its own nature, as a supra-organ, as long as it gains a functionality that is sensitively different from the one of all its components. The reproduction of the society's struc-tures and optimal conditions represents a permanent trend of 
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it and implies the harmonization of the component elements, catering their functions, and also the optimal organization of the social assistance field with the purpose of correcting organic disorders. 
f. Pluralist system: each category of beneficiaries within the social assistance system affects society in a specific way and, because of this, it needs scientific analysis, both from the perspective of the typological part or the field of action (abused children, drug addicts, victims human trafficking, families with many children, teenage mothers, etc.) in relation with the assistential system, and also from the perspective of considering each part (child, family, migrants, unemployed persons, elders, etc.) as having the qualities of a social assistance system. The fields of social assistance (Şoitu, Rădoi, 2008, p. 110 and following) become systems, according to this explanatory assumption, and the assistential system receives the quality of a system of systems. If each assistential field indicates a social trauma and a class of beneficiaries that claim priority assistential treatment, then society gets the image of a huge organization, assaulted by numerous emergencies that it is not able to face. Therefore, it is required to introduce certain criteria to mark of the beneficiaries of its actions: number of traumatiz-ed persons, gender of applicants, level of dependency on assisted inter-ventions, vulnerability caused by age, receptivity of the subjects to the protection measures, etc. The most relevant criteria in staggering the action priorities of the social assistance system remains the level of 

undesirable deviation from social normality: the depressed persons, persons without no income, alcohol dependent, marked by severe disabilities, orphans, dependent elders, etc. deserve not just increased assistential attention, but also priority attention compared to the per-sons who have recently graduated from school and do not have a job, have small incomes, are not receptive to the long term assistential undertakings, non-dependent elders, etc. The differentiation between the types of beneficiaries and of assistential interventions must be made in order to avoid the over-dimensioning of the impact generated by some social problems and to distribute the insufficient resources for 
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all cases, taking into consideration not just the right of all citizens to social assistance, but also of the community order induced by morality.  The latter determines the individual to adopt behaviors that provide vigor and sustainability to the assistential system: he does not claim at all the right to social assistance or he resorts to the social assistance provisions only as an ultimate option; he seeks mainly informal solu-tions for getting out of the crisis, by engaging efforts from other parties (personal, family, neighbors) that require the society environment as little as possible; he compares the pressure of meeting his own needs with the seriousness of other community fellowmen's shortcomings and accepts assistential priority for heavy situations; he significantly adapts the personal level of desires and life's quality, relating both to the shortage of resources and also to the moral sanctions that the resi-dential environment could apply to him, if proceeding so; he con-textually converts from the position of assisted to the social assistance provider, from the position of consumer to the position of creator and assistential resources supplier, etc. Implicitly or explicitly, the moral is again the one that orders the social assistance system in the sense not to attract too many beneficiaries, but to force those who are in this situation at a certain time to act as quickly as possible to change it. The assistential system is a system of systems that are relatively positioned in a hierarchical way, and its cybernetics does not mean blocking the ensemble as a crisis effect of one of its parts, but corre-lating the parts to compensate the internal shortcomings, on one hand, and to save the entire social, on the other hand. Those things belonging to the system are not the only ones essential for its condition, especially if the system faces alarming difficulties. What happens outside the assistential system can become, sometimes, so important that is taken upon as being an integrant part of it. Social economy is in such a posi-tion in relation with the social assistance system, having a decisive contribution in many of its functions.  
3. Social economy – the complementarity solution of the assis-

tential system. Economy, in a general sense, indicates a huge number of aspects that are difficult to surprise in a brief definition. A single con-cept defines also goods, services, occupations, relationships assumed by 
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production, exchange, consumption or work retribution, the concerns of men to make money savings by limiting their expenses, to efficiently ma-nage resources in order to get rich, to mediate the relationship between objectives and means in the projection of human behaviors, etc. 
Social economy is a form of economy where the results of the struc-tures and of the activities like the ones contained in the previous enu-meration, are capitalized in an assistential spirit. In other words, a series of facts certified as being of economy type become social economy 

actions, because they play the role of a ”transformation vehicle on the path from social margin to the ordinary life of community” (Cace, 2010, p. 35). Concretely speaking, those that organize their economical acti-vity within the format of social economy activities, single out as job suppliers for the disabled persons, facilitators of guidance towards secure income sources for the persons that are hardly accepted on the labor market, creators of opportunities to assert and capitalize the individual labor capacities owned by those who are socially com-promised, power brokers favoring the humanist values of distribution, subsidized consumption, social inclusion, etc. According to this way of projecting the relationship between the economical and the social environment, the activity of social economy is found in the production of complementary resources for the social assistance system and in the creation of additional opportunities to maintain individuals within the sense we look at social economy, its assistential destinations is obvious: ”in an exhaustive sense, the social economy structure is defined as being the organization democratically owned and controlled… by a group of people, united…voluntary, having the objective to meet certain economical and social needs and to generate social impact that is significant for the vulnerable social groups…In a restricted sense, the social economy organization has a deep social mission, it carries out economical activities and it uses the obtained resources, regardless of their source, to finance social support forms for the vulnerable social groups” (Guide of good practices for social economy, 2013, p.15). Social economy encompasses all economical initiatives (”social enterprises”, ”businesses”) from the public and private sector like the companies providing jobs that were especially set up for the disadvantaged per-sons, non-profit organizations such as foundations, associations, unions, 
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cooperatives focused to provide community services and to jointly capitalize some resources (especially local ones), charity groups set up to increase public benefits, mutual aid groups for tightrope or special situations, free service for hosting homeless children and adults, selling some base products to prices that can be afforded by small income persons, voluntary engagement to provide labor activities in the benefit of the social assisted persons, etc. The economical dimension of the initiatives surprised in this enu-meration is seriously overshadowed by their social dimension; the economic act is not left to freely guide itself, but it is constrained to evolve in the favor of the social categories that have become victims of various crises. Therefore, the transformation of certain free economy components into social economy is a normal consequence of guiding the social acts, not according to the demand expressed by the market, but to the needs of the persons that are in deadlock situations. Such a transformation should penetrate deeper in the structure of economy, because it would significantly improve the health of econo-mical sectors. Here are some arguments that support this statement: a. any time the economical production is extended much more than its absorption on the market, products appear to be redundant or aimless objects and they would gain a meaning if they receive social or assistential destinations; b. the large quantity of merchandise that is not sustained by a demand that has at least same size on the market and, implicitly, easing the access to consumption for the marginal social categories; c. including the vulnerable individuals in the system of free economy or in the social economy system means the opportunity to capitalize, with relatively small costs, certain labor capacities that are still insufficiently appreciated or discovered by society; d. extended participation in the production process by engaging a large number of associates that generate the solidarity economy condition that is able to easily transform into social economy or into charity because it stimu-lates democracy, equality and organizational cohesion of community type; e. the development of free economy by diversifying the networks of services intended for the population and in the same time maintain-ing these in the limits of morality and social justice imply relating the economical actions not only to the most sophisticated and costly desires 
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of the consumers, but also to the assistential needs of the vulnerable individuals or to the requests provided by the standards of social normality. The drift of market economy towards social economy takes place in all society types, only the motivations are different depending on their level of development and on the gravity of the crisis that must be elimi-nated: in order to respect the right to a civilized existence for all cate-gories of individuals, the developed societies have organized strong social assistance systems and when these systems are not sufficient enough, social rationality intervenes and conducts economy towards the assistential direction (law restrictions for the levels of some prices, postponing the implementation of some technologies that would elimi-nate many jobs, providing incentives for the set up of social enterprises, imposing high taxes for the luxury merchandise in order to obtain additional assistential resources, etc.); the society that are less develop-ed from economical point of view and have low performance assisten-tial systems, usually call on reactive social moral in order to ensure the survival of the inhabitants (sensitizing the generosity of the wealthy people, promoting social cases, inducing a minimalist conception re-garding consumption, associating the contents of citizen's desires with values such as balance, modesty and resignation, promoting altruistic behaviors as being obligations and moral duties, etc.). Regardless of the generic type where we situate a society, its eco-nomical field is marked somehow, when faced with one or several kinds of crisis: e.g. the crisis from the education field decreases the quality of work force, the family crisis reduces the level of production, the poli-tical crisis affects the contents of external trade, moral crisis negatively changes the social representations about work, etc. Normally, the eco-nomical environment cannot remain passive when facing this kind of situations and, as a consequence, it must express opposition attitudes towards them. The adequate form of involvement and response from its part is to commute, naturally or in a controlled way, several economical acts to social economy acts. In this way, the link between economy and social assistance system is obtained, which means a union of comple-mentary forces within the anti-crisis undertakings of society. 
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The benefits brought by the moments when the economical forces and the assistential ones consociate are the most profound for society. Here are the most relevant advantages derived from their complemen-tarity: a. reformulating the concepts on man by substantiating them on the axiom according to which the human being is the quintessence of existence and the assistance, rehabilitation and restitution to the social environment of the deviated persons must never be suspended, regardless the great costs required by social interventions or the high level of deviation from social normality; b. identifying ways to capitalize 
the individual and group potential from the proximity area, many of the assistential resources consumers having sufficient economical forces, but insufficient abilities to use these so they can avoid or overcome the social assisted condition; c. timely engaging the vulnerable individuals in 
social economy activities and moving them from the position of potential social assisted persons to the social assistance providers position; d. re-
defining economical and assistance acts by relating to values such as dignity, honor, self-achievement, etc. (that the beneficiaries are preserv-ing, if they feel they are treated and appreciated as persons) and not just from the perspective of the generic purpose rationality to socially rehabilitate the deviated cases; e. avoiding the exaggeration given to the 
importance of the social life areas by acknowledging the fluctuations of their roles, and also the paradoxical situations they generate: when society is in a crisis, in order to get out of this it urgently needs to develop economy, but it achieves obvious growth only with regards to the systems of social assistance and social economy; when society is not facing a threatening crisis, the condition of free economy is optimal and the systems of social assistance and social economy either stagnate, either activate in a sporadic and preventive manner, either they im-proves and organize better in order to become prepared to react to the future crisis.  

Conclusion: Social economy is an elegant and subtle remedy of so-ciety that compensates or controls the big shortcomings of social assis-tance system. By transforming some economical actions, usually profit driven, into economical activities with assistential effects, the trigger of some social crisis is eluded or postponed. To constantly coordinate free 
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economy and to permanently assign it to social assistance is a harmful thing for society. But, to control it during moments of imminent convul-sions and crisis is a healthy and invigorating thing. For the assistential system, calling on social economy means calling on to the backup or the last resort solution. The more it succeeds to involve community and the more it productively engages the individual, social economy not just eliminates critical dangers for society, but it massively diminishes the costs that are necessary to activate the social assistance system. 
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